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President's Corner

Working nights? Been there, done that

S

ince a major portion of
Transystems business
is supplying sugar beet
factories that run 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week, the night
shift is an important part of our
business. The focus of this issue
of TransTopix is the people who
work through the dark of night
for Transystems.
I understand
the challenges
and rewards of
working nights
because I’ve
been in that
driver’s seat.
I drove nights
Scott
for many years.
During my younger years on the
family farm, we would run 24/7
during spring and fall operations. My dad and uncles would
run day shifts and we younger
boys would operate the night
shifts.
Later, I rotated shifts as a
technician and driver for Transystems and the company that
had the beet contract before
Transystems.
I did my road test with Transystems the day after my daughter, Brandi, was born in 1983
and got the job. Back then, the
drivers would rotate shifts from
day to night. The schedule was

A driver in Grand Forks
cleans his windshield during
his night shift. Bill Schulz
photo.

a five day on, two day off one.
We would work five day shifts,
take two days off, then return for
five night shifts. Each week, it
would take two or three days to
get adjusted to the shift. Then it
changed again.
With a new baby at home and
starting a new job with Transystems, I know exactly what
drivers face when struggling
to balance night shift work and
family life.
Eventually, the company
switched to all day and night
shifts, making an easier adjust-

On the cover

ment for sleeping patterns.
As a manager, I have spent
some sleepless nights thinking
about what our night employees are going through when the
weather is extreme. From my
own driving experience, I always worry about fatigue.
The night shift is a challenge,
but it isn’t all bad. When we had
clear nights with good roads, I
really enjoyed the night driving.
It seemed to me that I would
make more money during nights
because the factories would be
down less and there was less
moving of piles.
Nothing tops watching the
Northern Lights dance through
the sky on a clear night.
Another benefit of working
nights when my daughter was
young was that I enjoyed the
time resting and playing with her
when we were up before going
to work. Theresa and I made the
best of our schedules by planning our days off with family
and friends.
From a guy who has been
there, thank you to all our dedicated employees who keep the
wheels turning during the long
hours of darkness.
Scott Lind,
President and COO

Loading beets in Grand Forks: Transystems delivers sugar beets 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. Nearly half of the company's employees spend the majority of their shifts working in the
dark. Bill Schulz photo.
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Darkness doesn't stop Transystems employees

As winter closes in, bringing shorter hours of daylight, every one of Transystems' drivers, loader operators and
technicians spends part of a shift working in the dark. But for nearly half of them, the majority of their workday is actually night. Some of those 400+ workers are self-proclaimed night owls who thrive in the wee hours.
Others pull the shift they are assigned and adjust their lives to stay alert in the darkness.
In this issue of TransTopix, we shine a light on the folks who work the night shift.

H

illsboro Project Supervisor Nick Kidwell is
one of some 450 Transystems employees
who work the night shift.
The 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. shift Saturday through Wednesday is the
one he’s always worked since
joining the company.
But why?
“The people
are always the
reason I work on
the night shift,”
Nick said. “We
make a great
team. Everyone
Nick
is always willing
to help each other out and help
learn how and where things can
be improved.”
That’s just one of the benefits
Nick finds in working nights.
There are others.
Because of increased traffic
and operational changes that occur during the days, the day shift
drivers face a lot more congested
situations, Nick pointed out.
Both day and night shift drivers and loader operators face
changing temperature and conditions. But the night shift has
the added burden of facing those
challenges in the dark.
Those ever-changing conditions provide Nick with one of
his greatest opportunities.
“We are able to provide on-

going training every night,” he
said.
Nick worked for Transystems
in 2012, took a break and then
rejoined the company in 2018.
He was promoted to project
supervisor in April.
He’s glad he rejoined the green
team.
“Transystems has become
a family to me and the rest of
my family,” he said. “They
welcomed us into their family
with open arms. At the picnics,
my wife and kids get to meet
the people I always talk about
at home. We appreciated the
warmth we felt during the birth
of our youngest child, Frankie.
“Transystems’ team in the Red
River Valley has left an impact
on our lives that we could not
feel anywhere else,” he added.
“From the Division Admin team
to the other Project Management
people, we always felt we were
important and part of the family.
The company truly does mean
it and stands behind their opendoor policy. They are always
just a phone call away if anyone
needs any help.”
Nick is a Fargo native who
traveled the globe growing up
since his dad was a 21-year Air
Force member who retired a
Gulf War veteran.
“I lived in Michigan, Germany, Florida and Georgia before

graduating from Crookston High
School,” Nick said. He then
worked for a decade in restaurant management and corporate
training before earning his CDL
in 2012.
“I worked as a driver for
Transystems that year, then went
over the road trucking for six
years,” Nick said. Romance put
an end to that career when Nick
met his soon-to-be wife, Ashley.
“I decided I needed to be home
more when we were expecting
Francis,” Nick commented. Michael and Elliott are Nick’s two
older children.
When he’s not supervising
the crew in Hillsboro, he enjoys working on computers and
spending time with his family.
Lucky for them, another of his
favorite hobbies is working on
new recipes in the kitchen.
“I am always eager to learn
new things and find ways to
make things better and safer,”
Nick said. “I take pride in my
safety record of over 750,000
miles as a safe driver.”

L

Amanda Marquardt

oader operator Amanda
Marquardt has always
been a night owl. That’s
why working the night
shift at Hillsboro suits her.
One year into her career with
See NIGHTSHIFT, Next page
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Night shift faces unique challenges
then was hired at Transystems
and am very lucky to have some
Transystems, Amanda works
amazing people here who helped
from 4:30 p.m. to 4:30 a.m. The me learn throughout the year,”
shift is not an easy one.
she said.
“I think the
When she’s not loading beets,
most difficult
you can find Amanda enjoying
part of my job
her six children and many sibis the weather
lings.
changes,” Aman“I love horseback riding and
da said. “We tend anything outdoors,” she said.
to experience
“I also love to go to races and
more shutdowns demolition derbies.”
during the night
Amanda
Mike Halvorsen
shift. It's a team
effort to make sure roads are
riving nights has been
safe for the drivers and remain
a good experience for
safe enough for everyone to get
Mike Halvorsen of
home safely if we do need to
Renville.
shut down.”
“Working nights increases
Her reward for working nights
is a satisfying homelife because my driving skills,” he said. The
four-year veteran of the Minneof a great support system.
sota Project has
“Making a night shift work
always worked
and having people you can count
nights for the
on to help with your childcare is
company.
incredibly satisfying,” she said.
Working four
“Just knowing you're accomdays on and two
plishing having a career you
off, Mike said
love and a wonderful family to
the lighter traffic
help care for your children is a
Mike
load is a bonus at
reward in itself.”
night, especially
Amanda grew up in rural Minduring icy conditions.
nesota on a small dairy farm,
And he finds beauty in the
attending schools in Pelican
darkness.
Rapids and Barnesville before
“I like nights when the moon
graduating from Oak Grove Luand stars put a glow on the snow.
theran in Fargo.
It can seem as bright as day,” he
While she grew up operating
said. One thing he doesn’t like is
farm machinery from a very
young age, she didn’t climb on a the increased number of deer on
the road.
loader until last year.
“I see more deer on the roads
“I was lucky enough to drive a
loader for the first time last year than four-wheelers,” he quipped.
The Duluth, MN, native went
during the 2018 beet harvest. I
From previous page
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to trucking school in St. Cloud
and spent 12 years working at
3M in Hutchinson, MN. He
left to pursue a better career in
trucking.
Mike and his wife, Mari, live
on a hobby farm in Morton, MN,
where they enjoy their many
furry friends.

Humberto Morales Jr.

U

p until a few weeks
ago, Humberto Morales Jr. was out there
on the dark roads with
Mike. After 12 years as a driver for Transystems, Humberto
stepped up to be
the supervisor of
the night shift.
Like Mike,
Humberto appreciates the lighter
traffic load of the
night shift.
“The people
Humberto
I work with are
friendly and nice to talk to,” he
added.
Together, they all face the
challenges of cold weather, snow
and obstacles that sometimes are
hard to see at night.
With his kids in school, Humberto says he gets plenty of sleep
during the day.
Born and raised in McAllen,
TX, on the border with Mexico,
Humberto graduated from high
school there before coming to
Renville with his parents and
brothers to work in the beet
fields and attend college.
See HIGHLIGHT, Next page

Highlight of working nights: Less traffic
due to the lack of light,” Scott
said. “It’s a little harder to see
He stared driving for Transys- to get things fixed, to find routes
tems in 2007.
through the pile grounds and to
“I have been in Minnesota for move the trucks back and forth
22 years, and it’s here that I met on the highways.”
my beautiful wife, Lily,” he said.
Although he is a seasoned
The couple has three children.
night shift worker, sleep and
Humberto’s hobbies include mufatigue are
sic, history and Bible history.
issues that have
“On the music side, I have
to be dealt with
a small family music business
for employees
called Los Lobos Nortenos (The
working nights,
Northern Wolves),” he said.
he said.
“What I love about this is the
“Sometimes
amount of family time we get
it's hard to get to
Scott
together. The most important
sleep in the mornthing is the memories and those
ing after a permoments we create as a family.” son has spent most of the night
drinking coffee to stay awake.”
Scott Wilson
Equipment problems seem to
come up more often at night,
ix years on the night shift too.
has not dimmed Sidney
“Trucks freeze up because
Night Supervisor Scott
it tends to get a little colder at
Wilson’s enthusiasm.
night. And, if there is any waWorking 5 p.m. to 5 a.m.
ter in the air systems, you most
Wednesday through Sunday,
certainly will find it at night,”
Scott enjoys the pace of the
Scott said. Keeping an inventory
night work.
of parts and supplies is also vital
“It’s a little quieter. Things
to the night crew.
seem to be a little less frantic
“If we don’t have it on hand,
and flow just a little bit better at you don’t have it until tomornight,” he said. “Traffic is light- row,” he said.
er, and the stoplights are flashing
He has a secret weapon to deal
yellow. Plus, you don’t have to
with the challenges that arise in
get up at 4 in the morning and
the dark: excellent communicathe pile grounds seem to freeze
tion.
up and be a little less muddy.”
“Communication is key at
Scott summed up the challeng- night. Some of the routes have
es: “Our two biggest challenges large herds of deer moving freeare the dark and the cold.”
ly at night,” he said.
The lack of light can compliScott has been with the comcate things.
pany for seven years, starting
“It’s a little more challenging
as a loader operator. One year

From previous page

S

in, he signed up for nights as a
supervisor. He was certified as a
Montana State coal mine foreman through Montana L&I and
supervised Transystems’ coal
mine operations at the Savage
Mine for coal hauled to MDU
and Sidney Sugars.
For six summers, he has
worked as a project manager on
summer jobs.
Scott grew up in western
Washington, right near the Canadian border, graduating from
Bellingham High in 1975. He
put in some time at college, but
soon started his driving career.
“I have two daughters,” Scott
said. “The older, Jennifer, is a
General Manager for the Meridian Restaurant group, managing a
local Burger King. The younger,
Lyndsey, is an RN in Houston,
TX.”
A highlight of the family’s
year is an annual trip to watch
the Seahawks play. “Somewhere
where it’s warm,” Scott added.

Kirsten Burns

T

win Falls driver Kirsten
Burns started on the
night shift three years
ago and has stuck with it
ever since.
Arriving at work at 3 p.m. for
her 12-hour shift, Kirsten looks
forward to the lighter traffic
load, which starts around 8 or 9
each night.
Lighter traffic means the posSee MORE LOADS, Next page
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More loads means bigger paychecks

When the campaign started
in Billings, Eric found himself
From previous page
sibility of hauling more loads,
working a 4:30
and that translates into a bigger
p.m. to 4:30 a.m.
paycheck.
shift as the yard
The night work
loader operator.
suits Kirsten, but
He loads the
there are chalbeets through
lenges to overthe dark of night
come.
and moves the
“There is not
fuel trailer as
Eric
as much to see
needed to keep the
Kirsten
when it is dark,
drivers rolling.
such as landmarks
Eric finds the night shift duties
to find new pile grounds,” she
similar to the day shift.
said. “Also, there’s no sun to
“Other than the difference of
melt the ice and snow on the
dark of night and light of day,
roads.”
the job tasks and execution are
Kirsten is a local woman who the same,” he noted. “Both day
grew up down the road in Filer,
and night work are important.”
ID, and graduated from Twin
While the tasks may be the
Falls Christian Academy. In her same, night work poses unique
spare time, she enjoys workchallenges.
ing in her yard, gardening and
“My biggest challenge is
spending time with friends and
working an opposite shift from
family.
my wife Heidi, who is a day
Kirsten works summer conshift driver for the company,”
struction for the company and
Eric said. “Operating the loader
also serves as a skills mentor for in the dark with limited visibility
new employees.
is also a challenge.”
Eric shares another challenge
Eric Esterholt
with all his fellow night shift
co-workers. “Adjusting your
orking the night
sleep schedule on days off can
shift was not Eric
be a real challenge,” he said.
Esterholt’s first
Now in his third beet season
choice. But when
with Transystems, Eric also
the Billings project came up
takes on summer work. Last
short on night shift loader opera- summer he worked the Rockvale
tors, Eric stepped up.
asphalt job then moved to Win“Honestly, I don’t really care
ner, SD for that project.
for the night shift. I moved to
The youngest of seven chilnights to help the company fill
dren in his family, the Powell,
a need for a yard operator,” Eric WY native has lived in the
said.
Billings area most of his life. He
His efforts are appreciated.
started his professional driving

W
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career in 2011, switching to
loader operator last year on a
part-time basis.
Eric and Heidi, his wife of 15
years, enjoy dirt track racing.
Their other hobbies also involve
going fast: snowboarding, jet
skiing and boating.
“I am a hockey fan,” Eric said
to wrap it up.

Travis Perkins

A

t the Paul, ID, Project, Travis Perkins
and Steve Keene are
among the night shift

crew.
In his sixth season with Transystems, Travis wears many
hats. He is yard coordinator,
loader operator
and truck driver.
He also served
as a sub-supervisor for a year
and a half.
When he’s
running the
loader, Travis
Travis
works 4 p.m. to 4
a.m. In the truck,
it’s 5:30 to 5:30.
Travis enjoys the stillness of
night work.
“It’s much quieter with less
hustle and bustle and traffic,” he
noted. That’s why the night shift
appeals to him.
One drawback is the difficulty
of seeing in the dark.
“It’s hard to find the entrances to the Holmer fields and pile
grounds, and it’s hard to see road
hazards,” he said.
See ADVANTAGE, Next page

Techs keep the wheels turning 24-7

A

nthony Totten grew

up in his family’s
trucking business,
learning the ins and
outs of all things mechanical
from a young age.
Eight months ago, Anthony
brought his skill set and his
enthusiasm to Transystems as
the night shift maintenance
technician at the Billings Project.
“I’m pretty much selftaught,” Anthony said. “I
learned to work on semis,
tractors, cars and pickups.”
With fewer distractions, his
7 p.m. to 6 a.m. shift gives
him time to complete the projects he starts.
“At night, there are fewer
people, vendors and deliveries
coming through the shop,” he

When he's off the clock,
Billings tech Anthony Totten
enjoys fishing, hiking, camping, cooking and cruising in
his Ford.

said.
He faces two challenges:

“There’s not enough light
sometimes, and it’s more difficult to get parts at midnight
than it is at noon.”
Very self-motivated, the
night shift environment suits
him, and he finds it less stressful.
A Billings native, Anthony
went to Skyview High School
where he signed up for auto
shop, agriculture, welding and
wood shop. “Along with all
the other normal classes,” he
noted.
He has family close at hand.
His mom, Jennifer, and two
brothers live in town.
Anthony listed his hobbies
as “Mechanic’n, fishing, hiking, camping and cooking.”
The proud owner of a Ford,
he claims to still love Chevys.

One advantage: 'Mud freezes at night'
From previous page

But there are some advantages.
“There’s no traffic for the
most part and mud freezes at
night,” he said.
Working nights leaves his
daylight hours open to take
care of personal errands and
chores.
Travis was raised in the Twin
Falls area and started driving
truck on his grandparents’
ranch in the late 1980s. After
that, he was an over-the-road

trucker for 25 years. He learned and being able to take care of
personal business during the
to run a loader while working
day.
with his father’s construction
Changing road and weather
company.
conditions and
A widower for nine years,
working long
Travis has two grown children
hours in darkand two grandbabies.
ness are the biggest challenges
Steve Keene
he faces.
Steve grew
teve is in his fourth year
up
and went to
with Transystems and has
school in South
been on the night shift the Steve
Dakota
and Indiwhole time.
Like other night drivers, Steve ana. He enjoys traveling, biking
and ham radio.
appreciates the lack of traffic

S
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Safety Report

Staying safe when working in the dark

B

ecause of the company’s varied shifts, all
of Transystems’ drivers
and loader operators
spend time working in the dark.
Some just spend more hours.
No matter what shift a worker
has – be it noon to midnight,
9 a.m. to 9 p.m., or 4 p.m. to 4
a.m. – the same danger of fatigue exists.
Fatigue can
be a contributing factor to
our losses.
Each year before the sugar
beet campaign
begins, we
Rich
conduct safety
orientations and
start-up meetings to educate our
employees and provide tips for
safe working.
Driving while drowsy is one
of those.
Managers are trained to recognize the signs of fatigue. They
are charged with questioning
an employee about proper rest
before working and those who
appear to be tired during his or
her shift.
While it’s the managers job to
keep an eye on employees, it is
each employee’s responsibility
to report for a shift well-rested
and ready to work. If conditions
change, they should talk to their
manager.
Through the years, we have
learned by talking to our experienced workers the things they
have done to reduce fatigue
8 TransTopix Fall 2019

while working. These ideas are
shared during safety orientations
and in flyers.

Lifestyle changes

When an employee changes
shifts, it’s important to adjust to
the new schedule.
One key to that adjustment is
having the family buy in to the
new schedule, limiting distractions when a worker changes his
or her sleep schedule. Setting
up the bedroom as to limit light.
Shutting off the cell phone while
sleeping.
It’s best to start adjusting to a
new schedule in advance. At our
start-up meetings, we encourage
employees to start living their
new schedules even before the
campaign begins. It also helps
to stick close to a work schedule
on days off work.

It's ok to stop

If a driver becomes fatigued
at work, Transystems has directives on what to do.
1. Do not leave the yard or

Unloading beets
during the
night shift
in Grand
Forks.
Working
in the dark
poses special safety
challenges.
Bill Schulz
photo.
pile if you are tired.
2. If you are tired while driving, you must stop the truck.
Stop in a safe location. Do not
push it too far and do not attempt to make it back to the
plant.
3. Notify the manager and
stop and rest. Park the truck and
get a ride with another driver or
wait for the manager to provide
a ride.

Red Bull not the answer

Employees are encouraged
to eat a healthy diet to fend off
fatigue.
They should not rely on energy drinks, caffeine tablets or
herbal supplements to keep them
alert. These products only have
short term effects and will leave
the user more fatigued when
they wear off.
Safety is our goal for our
operators, drivers and those with
whom we share the roads.
Rich Carl,
Vice President of Safety

Journeys to Transystems

Fleeing a hurricane, Roberto landed in Paul
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the
second in an occasional series
which will focus on the varied
paths company employees have
followed to reach their careers
with Transystems.

W

hen Hurricane
Maria ravaged his
homeland of Puerto
Rico in September
of 2017, Roberto Ortega Castro
headed north seeking a better
life and leaving a decimated
home with no power or lights
behind.
He found that better life with
Transystems in Paul, ID.
Now in his second season
with the company, Roberto
said, “I came from Puerto Rico
looking for better wages, benefits and a better quality of life.”
Already trained as truck driver,
Roberto ended up in Paul because there was a need for truck
drivers.
Although he was a skilled
driver who had driven trucks for
two decades in his native county, he still had to obtain a CDL
Class A in the United States. He
worked as a flumer until passing
the test.
“Earning my CDL has been
one of my biggest rewards,” he
said.
With his CDL obtained, Roberto slid into the cab of one of
Transystems’ big green tractors
and settled into his new career.
It has not been without challenges.

Roberto Ortega Castro traveled a long way on his journey to Transystems. It's more than 3,000 miles from
Puerto Rico to Idaho.
“The experience is different because I’ve never driven doubles
and triples before,” he said. With
those skills mastered, Roberto
says he likes everything about
his job. And he has set worthy
goals.
“I want to be a better driver
and do a better job every day,”
Roberto said.
While Roberto misses his
daughter and other family mem-

bers back in Puerto Rico, he
doesn’t miss the heat.
“In Puerto Rico, it is hot all
the time,” he noted. Interestingly, one of Roberto’s favorite
pastimes is watching “Ice Road
Truckers,” pretty much the opposite of Puerto Rican driving.
Roberto likes his job with
Transystems so much that he
convinced his son, Kevic Hiraldo, to join the company, too.
Kevic is a flumer in Paul.
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Last summer, this Idaho construction team was made up of technicians, drivers and loader
operators from American Falls, Twin Falls and Nampa. The team will be back at work in summer 2020 on a project with Knife River. Kirk Ellingford photo.

Summer work already on the books for 2020

T

he snow is not yet flying, but Transystems is
already looking beyond
winter into next summer’s construction season.
“For summer 2020, we have
already booked jobs with longtime partner Knife River in
Idaho and with Central Specialties in North Dakota,” Errol
Rice, Executive Vice President
of Strategic Development, said.
“Both are nice long jobs that are
in geographic areas we have a
lot of experience in: Idaho Falls,
ID, and McKenzie County, ND.”
Another potential job with
Border States would be returning
to South Dakota for the remaining piece of the Rapid City to
Vivian haul.
“We won’t be going back to
Winner, SD, anytime soon,”
Errol noted.
It’s still early, but the calls are
coming in for potential work in
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the Red River Valley, he added.
Last summer was a good one
for Transystems.
“Despite the weather, last summer was a great year for construction,” Errol said. He listed
jobs in Idaho, South Dakota,
North Dakota and Montana.
“We worked with a broad
range of contractors and overcame some obstacles,” he said.
“The South Dakota job was literally underwater at the beginning
of the project, and it seemed like
we couldn’t catch a break on either end of the Winner Project.”
Errol had nothing but praise
for the company employees
who took on that tough summer
work.
“As rainy as it was, the project manager, drivers and techs
stayed committed and made the
best of a tough project,” he said.
The Central and Idaho Divisions had strong years, working

in South Dakota and Montana
with some of the company’s
existing customers.
The RRV Project in Amidon,
ND, was the only 129,000 GVW
project in the state, Errol noted.
“That configuration could be a
big cost saver for North Dakotan
contractors, especially on the
west side of the state. We also
had good luck with a small job
for Border States in the RRV.
That type of project (homebased, up and down production
work) has been very successful
in Idaho, and we are hoping to
replicate it in RRV and eventually Renville,” he added.
Thanks to the 175-plus drivers,
loader operators, techs and supervisors who made last summer
a success.
There will be more where that
came from in the summer of
2020.

Service Center Spotlight on Mark Manners

W

ith more than 30
years of computer
software development under his belt,
Mark Manners knows how to
program Transystems computers.
Mark joined the Transystems
team just about a year ago. Since
then he has been maintaining
and creating software used
within the company to automate
and facilitate work done by other
employees.
His efforts have not gone unnoticed.
“Mark wants to understand
what the employee or customer wants to accomplish and the
pieces involved,” Dan Brennan
Vice President Information
Technology and Revenue Equipment, said. “We joke that Mark
is the ‘yes man.’ When asked if
he can do something, he almost
always replies with yes. What
makes Mark successful with
this approach is digging further
into the request and helping any
customer, internal or external,
understand how big of an ask it
might be. And he can point to an
option or two as an alternative
when valuable.”
He enjoys his work.
“The most rewarding part of
my job is when someone uses
the software I have created and
I have made their job easier,”
Mark said.
The flip side of that is what
challenges Mark at work.
“The most challenging part
of my job is trying to take what
really happens and capture and
process the data to produce a

meaningful
result.”
His career
with Transystems is the
same, but also
different, from
his previous
Mark
jobs.
“My previous job did have
some similarities to my job
here,” Mark said. “However, I
have found that each job has its
own unique challenges.”
That’s when he counts on his
education and a tool box of skills
foreign to most other employees
Mark is adept in using database design, SQL queries,
HTML, CSS and JavaScript.
“Those are the skills I rely on
most to accomplish my job,” he
said.
“Mark is an accomplished developer and has experience using
many different tools for software
development,” Dan noted. “He
shares these insights to help
shape our development processes and standards. Mark has a
good understanding of business
and accounting principles. Mark
is quick to grasp the basis of any
project we have worked on so
far. This allows the team to bring
updates and improvements to
our teams more quickly.”
And he is a quick study.
“He had to brush up on Oracle
skills and a few others that had
rust on them to complement our
software platforms. We developed a targeted curriculum of
courses and outside help. Mark
took the challenge and even accelerated the timeline. Secondly,

Mark had to gain a basic understanding of our systems, how
they have grown up, and how
they relate to one another. Mark
met these goals far ahead of
schedule. This allowed Mark to
contribute early on,” Dan said.
Software developers work with
multiple departments through
their intersections. Mark has
developed an understanding of
each department and how they
are related to one another.
An average day for Mark starts
with him reviewing any reported
issues with TIPS II and correcting any problems discovered.
But most of his time is spent creating new pages/screens within
TIPS II and designing the underlying database structure those
screens utilize.
To accomplish those goals, he
works closely with the rest of
the IT team.
“However, at any given time
those who I am working with
most closely will change,” Mark
noted. “Each new development
effort brings me into contact
with the group that will be
impacted by the new processes/
screens,” he added.
He enjoys a challenge.
Dan mentioned that the IT
team had been talking about an
electronic signboard or info TV
at the projects for some time.
“We have tried to outsource
this project a few times and
found the end came with no
real path to get our idea off the
ground,” he said. “Mark mentioned he had worked on some
airport signage and similar
See MARK, Next page
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Welcome to the Administration team

T

he Administration department has added
some new employees
this business year.
Transystems’ Sidney and
Worland Projects
added Rebecca
“Becky” Webster
to their teams.
Becky started in
late June. She
had the opportunity to travel to
Becky
Hillsboro Project
to train with veteran clerk Tessa
Kent and jumped
right in to hiring
for the Sidney,
Worland and
Billings Projects.
Lynn Brady is
our new clerk at
the Billings Project. Lynn was
Kari
hired the week
before the Billings project startup and completed most of her
training under the high pressure
of start-up. Lynn also covers for
Sidney and Worland on Becky’s
days off.
The Renville Project added
two new clerks this year. Jodene
Crawford started in mid-July

Mark
From previous page

projects. Before I knew it, Mark
had built a concept of hardware
and software that was a good
match for our needs. He worked
with other IT members to build
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Colleen

Jodene

and was there to help with Skills
Development and recruiting.
Colleen Danielson, who also
drives for Transystems, has decided to put her computer skills
to work and started in the clerk
position in late August.

Brooke

Kelli

Kelli Lopez and Brooke Maritt
are our two new clerks at the
Nampa Project. Kelli and
Brooke both started in August,
just in time to help the management team at Nampa with Skills
Development and to rehire and
our prototype hardware and at
a reduced cost from previous
attempts. I am happy to say we
have this project rolling out to
all projects. This project can be
managed from a distance and
has a place for each department
team.”
For example, it is easy for the
Safety teams to schedule con-

hire drivers to fill all 47 trucks.
The Liberty Project office
created an opportunity for a
new clerk at this
location. Laci
Thomas joined
the American
Falls team as a
full-time clerk in
mid-July.
The Moorhead
Project has a new Laci
part-time clerk,
Daphne Villatoro. She works
on the weekends.
Daphne started
with Transystems at the end
of August.
Daphne
All our new
project clerks have so many
duties to learn, which can be
quite overwhelming. By December, everything calms down. But
start-up is hard for everyone.
I want to give our new team
members a warm welcome and
thank them for being willing to
constantly learn new things and
take one day at a time.
Kari Franks,
Senior Administration Manager

tent by location so it is pertinent
to their weather or conditions.
Pointers for ELD equipment
can be folded in for a project
that has a challenge. The Maintenance teams can share tips to
help drivers prevent equipment
downtime.
“There is great potential to get
Continued on next page

Maintenance continues to improve

O

ur quest for World
Class Maintenance
continues.
World Class Maintenance is a term used in trucking fleets to define the best
maintenance program. We are
striving to become a company
with World Class Maintenance.
At right, are the
10 categories
that comprise
a World Class
Maintenance
program. Previously, I have
defined the goals
Brian
and proposed
grades indicating where Transystems is on its journey to World
Class Maintenance.
In this issue, I will define
Experienced Management and
Limiting Outside Spending.
Experienced Management
We have a great management
team in Maintenance. We continue to learn from each other
and grow. We also attend outside
training through local dealers,
manufacturers and Maintenance
Council meetings. We also learn
from other members of the Tran-

Mark
From previous page

information out quickly,” Dan
said. “I am excited to see the
value it can bring. I am sure
more improvements will come
as this system goes online.”

World Class Maintenance
1. Culture of Safety
2. Find Top Tier Technicians
3. Proactive PMI Program
4. Monitoring Quality
5. Responsive Customer
Service
6. Fidelity to Data
7. Experienced Management
8. Limiting Outside Spending
9. Securing the Best Parts
and Pricing
10. Warranty Recovery
systems team (drivers, loader
operators and operations management.)
Where do we stand in this
area?
I would grade us a 7 out of 10.
While we do have a great team,
we have areas to improve. We
will continue to focus on this
area and improve.
Limiting Outside Spending
Our focus in this area is
growing. We had to focus on
the Preventative Maintenance
Mark has a positive demeaner.
“He is not easily frustrated by
the darn user who is not using
the products as designed or did
not read the user guide,” Dan
said. “He is very professional.
“Mark is a great fit for our
culture,” Dan concluded. “He
asks about the result and how to
make our system more intuitive

Inspection (PMI) to establish a
good foundation for out maintenance program. We continue
to grow that area, which helps
us complete more repairs inhouse rather than at a dealer.
This category ties in a lot with
the previous one, Experienced
Management. When the management team grows in experience and knowledge, it is also
passed along to the technicians.
When this happens, we can repair equipment on our own in a
timely manner, which improves
uptime and saves cost.
Where do we stand?
I would grade us a 7 out of 10
in this area. We have made great
strides. We replaced a loader engine this year as well as a couple
of engines in company pickups.
These are just a couple examples
of our movement in this direction.
I am confident that with the
technicians we have at Transystems, we will continue to improve rapidly in this area.
Brian Gresens,
Vice President of Maintenance

and easier to use.”
The father of four grew up in
Massachusetts and earned a degree in computers in information
from Worcester Junior College
before joining the U.S. Air Force
to work as computer programmer. After his stint in the Air
Force, he continued working in
the software development field.
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Division Reports

Idaho had the smoothest start up ever

I

’ve been at the Idaho Division since 2004, and this
is the smoothest campaign
start that I have seen. Everything lined up and fell into place.
The No. 1 reason: Our awesome
crew. Staff and management are
excellent. Talk about a team. It’s
truly a great one.
Everything came together
when the campaign began right
on schedule the
first week of
September.
By mid-October, we had already completed
our longest haul.
Kevin
It’s the first time
we’ve finished the LeGrand,
OR, pile this early, and it bodes
well for the rest of the campaign
We are fortunate to have a
good quality crop and good
tonnage. It’s not a bumper crop,
but it’s good. By the third week
in October, the harvest was 60
percent complete. It should wrap
up the first part of November.
We will keep moving beets until
the end of March or first part
of April, keeping the factories
busy.
We were blessed with good
weather as we started. A cold
snap delayed harvest a few days
but did not impact our operation
at all.
My hat is off to our skills mentors who trained 43 new drivers
this fall. We are well staffed, not
quite full but capable of meeting
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Nampa employees and their families gathered to celebrate
the end of a successful summer construction season and to
kick off the sugar beet campaign. Greg Huffman photo.

all our customer’s demands.
A lot of great new people
joined our team. We were happy to welcome Chris Jensen as
our new Division Maintenance
Manager. Rose Fryar and Gerald
Wahlen are two new Supervisors
at American Falls. And Mike
Funk continues to excel as Project Manager there. They all fit
right in.
Our 43 new Freightliner tractors are running well. We also

have a dozen sets of new trailers
to help make the haul easier.
2018-19 has been a great
year. We never missed a week
of work, moving from hauling
beets to hauling gravel to hauling beets again.
Thanks to all for the hard work
and team effort. It is really appreciated.
Kevin Iversen, Vice President
and Manager, Idaho Division

Division Reports

Weather left a mark on Red River Valley

R

ain, rain and more rain
is what the Red River
Valley has faced since
the campaign started.
We have struggled with beet
inventory at times since the beginning of the harvest in August.
When the farmers suffer, we
all do. And, boy, have they
suffered this fall. The Valley is
floating. The
river level in
Grand Forks
tells the story.
It’s over 41 feet,
which is the
highest it’s been
since 1902.
Troy
The rain halts
everything. We catch a break in
the weather for a few days and
the farmers head into the fields,
but it never lasts long before the
rain comes back.
In the first two or three weeks
of the harvest, we harvested
about what we would normally
do in a single good harvest day.
The farmers in the Red River
Valley are very dedicated to getting the crop out and have done
an amazing job with a historically tough situation.
The loader operators have
been doing a fantastic job working our muddy pile sites! Sites
are looking good, and they are
keeping the tons per machine
hour above target. Give yourselves a pat on the back, you
have a huge impact on the factories.
We wrapped up a good sum-

Rick Larson greeted job seekers at a Fargo job fair this summer.

mer, celebrating with picnics at
every project. Our crew enjoyed
the work we did at Swan Creek
near Fargo and on the Amidon
job near Dickinson. We had
good luck and good crews on
those projects. We sure miss
those dog days of summer right
now.
Another challenge has been
staffing. I’d really like to thank
Rachael Hunter, our division
admin manager. She stepped up
to support our staffing efforts.
Rachael took on a lot of the
advertising duties and, with her
team, shouldered a lot of responsibility.
Tracy Magnus has been in the
RRV the last few weeks helping.
Hats off, Tracy We appreciate

your help!
A highlight of this campaign
has been our new trucks. We got
11 2020 Freightliners with a new
body style, and they are fantastic
so far. The drivers really appreciate them. I think they are the
nicest trucks we’ve ever run.
Let’s hope the weather dries
up, the beets come in and the
new trucks get to stretch their
legs.
Thanks to all the Red River
Valley crew for their continued
efforts, all the extra shifts and
happily stepping up to the plate
in so many ways. It’s awesome
to witness!
Troy Carl, Vice President
and Manager,
Red River Valley Division
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Central Division perseveres through rain

R

emember the old song
from “Hee Haw?” The
one that went, “If it
weren’t for bad luck,
I’d have no luck at all?” In the
Central Division’s case it’s, “If
it weren’t for bad weather, we’d
have no weather at all.”
We started out wet then were
surprised by
snow and frost.
That frost has
been the biggest issue for
the beets so far
this campaign.
Billings bore the
Tracy
brunt of it with
some 10-degree nights, which
froze some beets in the ground.
Sidney dodged the cold initially
but has suffered record rains,
making it too wet to get into the
fields to bring in the beets. Worland got a slice of that, too.
The weather dogged us
through summer construction
and right into harvest, and it
really put the squeeze on the
campaign in Sidney. Harvest and
the campaign kick-off were delayed multiple weeks, pushing it
into mid-October before we got
rolling. Worland and Billings got
a better start out of the gate, but
there were issues to deal with at
every turn.
Our crew is powering through
it all with drivers pitching in any
way they can. Frost changed the
haul plans and we are doing everything we can to make it work.
Our drivers, techs, operators
and staff have been real troupers
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Hard at work at the Basin pile near Worland, WY.

through it all. A special thank
you to our Billings drivers, who
displayed remarkable patience
when we were struggling with
some Volvo engine issues.
Things are going well in Worland. We have many new operators, who have been receiving
compliments from the Wyoming
Sugar crew along with our own.
The project acquired a Holmer
beet cleaning machine, and we
are using it in the yard. It has really proven itself to get some unwanted dirt off the beets before
processing. Cleaner beets mean
less dirt is being hauled into the
factory. It’s been a nice trial and
is working well. Thanks to Scott
Lind for his help with that one.
We were happy to welcome Jean
Sulzbach back along with multiple new drivers.
There was little room for a
breather between summer construction and getting ready for
the beets. We finished McKenzie
38, the company’s last summer
construction job, and went into

start-up mode. A small paving
job near Sidney brought us right
up to the beets. The drivers really like the local work.
All three projects took time out
to celebrate with picnics. They
were well attended.
Skills development went well
in Billings in early August.
We were pleased to see the
new additions to our team. Our
mentors did a wonderful job.
Many of them were first-year
mentors who caught on quickly.
Brett Woods was a skills driver
last year and developed into a
mentor for this season.
In Billings, we welcomed
a new night supervisor, Matt
Crocker. Kevin Martinez is now
sub-managing on weekends in
Worland. A special thanks to
Eric Esterholt who stepped up to
help in Billings.
Thanks to all for the hard work
and perseverance. Because of it,
we will get the job done.
Tracy Magnus,
Central Division Manager

Division Reports

Mother Nature throws Minnesota a curve ball

M

innesota got off to a
good start this campaign. The factory
started slicing heavy
650 tons per hour from the getgo, and we have been keeping
the hoppers filled and the factory
running ever since. They always
have beets to
slice, and we always have some
to haul.
Mother Nature
threw us another curve ball as
we went from
summer to fall
Dave
work. Persistent
rain caused a month delay in our
campaign start-up. Typically, we
start in August, but we didn’t
roll on the beets until Sept. 20
this year.
We were pleased to have a lot
of return drivers and many new
drivers, who are picking up well
on our safety culture. Our staffing efforts went well earlier this
fall, but we lost a few drivers
when the campaign was delayed
by the rain. We have had good
candidates referred by employees and picked up a bunch of
new hires. Good candidates
come in every day. We have a
lot of new drivers and operators,
and everybody is falling into the
groove and understanding our
safety culture and how we do
things at Transystems.
As soon as harvest wraps up,
we will have even more drivers
on board. Some of our drivers

Troy Dejong, left, trained Tanner Wilson to operate a loader
before the campaign started in Minnesota. Bill Schulz photo.

are also hauling their own beets
right now. Although it’s hard to
say when harvest will end, we
estimate around Nov. 10. When
harvest wraps up, we will have
a better idea when the campaign
will be done.
The beets are looking real
good, and the crop turned out
far better than anticipated. A
rainy spring forced the growers
to spread planting out over six
weeks. But the crop progressed
well, and we anticipate a much
better crop than last year.
The maintenance shop is doing a fantastic job keeping our
equipment in shape. We welcomed a new technician, Travis

Monte. He is doing well. We’d
also like to thank Crookston
tech John Bannert, who came
down to lend us a hand for a few
weeks.
Longtime driver Humberto
Morales Jr. stepped up to a night
supervisor spot and is doing
well at it. Thanks to Greg Marlett, who is always willing to go
the extra mile for the company.
A man of many talents, he is a
driver, low-boy operator and
loader operator. He picks up extra days and often moves equipment as much as three times
a day. We appreciate his hard
work and ability to get things
See MINNESOTA, next page
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Refer and earn extra cash for Christmas

S

anta Claus is coming
to town, and some extra cash to help load his
sleigh would certainly
come in handy.
Transystems offers employees an easy way to take home
hundreds of extra dollars: The
Employee Referral Program.
Any Transystems employee
can earn a $500 bonus for referring someone for a position
as a linehaul driver or loader
operator. Know someone who is
interested in learning to drive a
truck? Refer a CDL student and
your bonus is $300.
The program is an historical
success.
Since 1998, the company has
been encouraging employees to
refer friends and family for jobs
at Transystems.
In the past decade, Transystems has paid more than
$300,000 in referral bonuses to
employees who referred successful job candidates.
“During the last sugar beet
campaign, we had 84 referrals,
which totaled $39,900 in bonuses to employees,” Accounts
Payable Specialist Viki Gallagher pointed out.

Minnesota
From previous page

done in a timely manner.
This is the first year we will
be doing tear down. That project
will begin in January, and we
will be running eight new ex-
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“This is down only slightly
from last year and up slightly
from the previous year.”
Viki added, “We had nine employees who referred two drivers
each so far. And it looks like we
may have more referrals in the
coming campaign. The future is
looking bright,” she said.
Now is your chance to earn a
quick $500 for Christmas shopping.
Each project site has referral
postcards that explain the newly-improved referral program
that includes a reward for the
employee who refers the most
applicants during the hauling
season.
Here are the steps to make a
successful referral.
1. A Transystems employee
encourages someone to apply for
a position with Transystems as a
linehaul driver, loader operator
or CDL student.
2. That person applies and lists
on the application the name of
the Transystems employee who
referred the applicant.
3. Transystems hires the applicant.
4. The referring employee
completes the Applicant Referral

Form and submits the completed
form to the employee’s manager
or project clerk. This step may
occur before the referred person
applies but should occur as soon
as possible after the time the applicant applies. When more than
one employee claims a referral
bonus, Transystems pays the
bonus to the employee who filed
the earliest Applicant Referral
Form.
5. The newly-hired linehaul
driver or loader operator remains
an active Transystems employee
for at least 30 consecutive days
after the newly hired employee
begins earning wages with Transystems.
In the case of a referral to the
CDL development course, the
newly hired employee must
complete the course of instruction, obtain a CDL and remain
an active Transystems employee
for at least 30 consecutive days
after the effective date of the
CDL.
When all the steps to earning
a referral bonus are complete,
Transystems pays the referral
bonus to the referring employee
on the second payday after the
referral process is complete.

cavator operators to get the job
done.
While we sure didn’t welcome
the fall rain, it was nice to let the
crew have a couple weeks off
between summer construction
and hauling beets.
It was a nice break after a
challenging summer season in
South Dakota.

We appreciate the dedication
and efforts of the employees
who worked those far-fromhome jobs.
Thanks to all.
Keep up the good work.
Dave Elsing,
Minnesota Division Manager

Good news

November

1. Mark Hanson, Wayne

Hines, Douglas Johnson,
Edward Lavallie, Rangel
Mendoza, Jacquelynn Stover Smith.
2. Danielle McNew.
3. Dennis Anderson.
4. Jeffrey Chambers,
Steven DeBoer, Joann
Thompson.
5. Marnel Bullock, Gary
Dargon, Joseph Kunz, Jose
Martinez, Daniel Salwei.
6. Chad Badbear, Ayde De
La Rosa, Gary Lindgren,
Maria Stuart.
7. David Moore, Chance
Ploof, Larry Poulton, Brian
Stutzman.
8. Brett Woods.
9. Dale Ashburn, Rene
Carlos.
10. Francois Espinoza, Richard Hilton, Noe Jarquin.
11. Sandra Armstrong,
Wayne Byerly, Cristhain
Gutierrez Samaniego, McCoy Harris, William Record,
Freddie Watts, Channing
Wolfe.
12. Gabriel Bromley, Javier
Vega.
13. John Britton, Diego
Castaneda Juarez, Andrea
Reed, Scott Rygg, Ronald
Wagner.
14. William Scott Doramus,
Daniel Ferguson, Ronald
McFaddin.
15. Ahmed Abasheikh, Michael Ault, James Snustad,
George Steinmetz.
16. Greg Aeikens, Cindy
Kuttler, Paul Ronningen,
Diana Somers.
17. Mathew Hayes, Nicholas Kidwell, Dominic
Leblanc, Gary Ward..
18. Paul Dunn, David
Grabow.
19. Margo Barnett, Dane
Harris, Gregory Jenson,
Danny Ramirez.
20. Dale Beckler, Gerald
Degner, Larry Ereth, Ryan
Meier, Cleve Spang.

LEFT: President and COO
Scott Lind got a new title:
Grandpa. Pictured with his
wife, Theresa, and grandson
Miles Alexander Pederson,
born Oct. 8 to Brandi and
Andrew Pederson. Miles
weighed 6 pounds, 14 ounces. CENTER: Errol Rice and
his sons, Daniel and Patrick,
enjoyed the ice cream truck
at the Service Center picnic.

Happy Birthday!
21. Mark Arends, Jeffry
Bachmeier, Daniel Thorson.
22. Steven Carpenter, Robin
Smith, Michael Wilson.
23. Misty Enger, Mary
Kelly, Clark Sheldon, Ricky
Walker.
24. Ronda Francisco, Mark
Meusel, Humberto Morales,
Thomas Palmer, William
Thompson, Rebecca Webster.
25. Hassan Abdi, William
Teeters, Noey Varner.
26. Seth Facer, Karna Khaling, Curtis Lasrsen,Scott
Pederson.
27. Robert Amerine.
28. Leo Monson, Esteban
Perez Mendez.
29. Ryan Bendickson, Echo
Blake.
30. Dale Gunufson, Edwin
Hansen, Suzanne Spade.

December

1. John Isadorski, Brooke
Maritt.
2. Keith Boerner, Sheldon
Edmo, Richard Merzlock,
Cheryl Shively, Daphne
Villatoro.
3. Raymond Cook, Francisco Liera Perez, Steven
Petrie.
4. Don Clark, Brenda
Mortensen, Peter Sandoval.
5. Ricky Jensen, Craig
Nichols.
6. Tom Ackerland, Jason
Brower, Jodene Crawford,
Brian Gresens, Kendall Hevel, Keith Proehl, Richard
Trapp, Leslie White.
7. Robert Girten, Nathan
Moore, Tharon Redger,
Timothy Tauber.
8. Gregory Cisar, Paul Dykshorn, Waylon Rickford.
9. Angimou Assougba,
Joseph Beliles, Mark Manners, Mitchell Mayer.
10. Steven Ellard.
11. Austin St. Claire.
12. Steven Goodwin, Mohamed Mohamed, Isai Molina Ruiz, Patrick Murphy,

Amanda Nielson, Curran
Rice, Gerald Riopelle, Stanley Rowley.
13. Kelvin Iverson.
14. Larry Cater, Donald
Chastain, Michael Halvorsen, Joseph Phillipp, Erick
Plascensia Rosales, James
Scelzi, Donald Selby.
15. Kyle Beaston, Dale
Corcoran, Kimberly Dilworth, Michael Goodall,
Robert Hill, Daniel Ingram,
Melvin Myers, Alex Nzanyemahoro.
16. Joel Samuelson, Jay
Swedberg.
17. Andrew Casper, Edrice
Elveus, Jesus Trevino, Todd
Wallum.
18. Timothy Gable, Tom
Nunn, Paul Sire.
19. Christopher Pentilla.
20. Juan Aguilar, Tchatchibara Ayeva, Danny
diz-Pacheco.
21. Troy Dejong, Gregory
Marlette, Shawn Sullivan.
22. Robin Burdick, Lawrence Gangle, Bryan
Gordon, William Masterson,
Danny McHargue, David
Perala, Jerold Stenseth.
23. Charles Christians,
Jamie Cole, Arther Correa,
Michele Facer, Stacy Miller,
Cord Roberts.
24. Dustin Hammond,
Shawn McCoshum, William
Simmons.
25. Michael Senger.
26. Marvin Breeding, Peter
Haugen.
27. James Allen, Dustin
Burke, Kyle Jacobson, Estreberto Loya, Denis Taylor,
Jerry Zimdars.
28. Alan Brown, Randy Miller, Albert Veenstra.
29. Christopher Gegere,
John Wippert.
30. Jaide Arneson, Carl
Clemens, Ricardo Garza,
John Gunter.
31. Lonnie Ellison, Mackenzie Francisco, Dustin Howell, Lynn Petersen, Michael

Ryan, Jeremy Waldow.

January

1. Ibrahim Abdi, Abshir

Mohamed Abko, Ahmed
Ahmed, Adam Ali Alasow,
Robert Chambers, Mohammed Elmi, Mohamed Farah,
Judy George, Mohamed
Abdi Haddi, Mohamud
Harun, Dennis Hoffman,
Abdihakin Hussein, Dahir
Ibrahim, Abdifatah Kaje,
Jonathan Lopez, Aden
Maalin, Nuur Mahmud, Ali
Mohamed, Abdi Mohamed
Omar, Daniel Proulx, Anes
Sani, Afrah Wayel.
2. Troy Erickson, Patrick
Popowski, Wyatt Sutton.
3. Shawn Geist, Curtis Lenoir, Kent Nelson, William
Schiffman, Madeline Wright.
4. Kelly Holland.
5. Salvador Bombela, David
Buchl, Scott Jungclaus.
6. Gordon Brodie, Keith
Srader.
7. Dale Gee, Michael Hanson, Bridger Larsen, Colter
Larsen, Carlos Montano,
Miguel Rios.
8. Jodie Hunt, David Smith,
Adam Verbrugge, Frederick
Woodhouse.
9. Karen Black, Michael Kepler, Rigoberto Navarrete.
10. Mohamed Abdile Shuriye, Kirby Bridges, Richard
Carl, Donald Case, Brent
Ellingson, Neal Helle, Kenneth Mcguire.
11. Higinio Apaza-Vilca,
Matthew Daddino, Joshua
Dyer, Tyler Johnson, David
Knotts, Abdirashid Mohamed, Virgil Purrington.
12, Justin Bercier, Ronald
Goroski, Jason Hodny, Melanie Moats, Buddy Snyder,
Gary Steffel.
13. James Bailey, Ronald
Barnes, Kevin Iversen,
Shannon Moudry, Darel
Simonson.
14. Bradley Arends, Dorothy
Beasley, Nathan Charvat,

Abdalla Curi, Michael Digiacomo, Brandon Latraille,
Scott Nordstrom, Gene
Pearson, Jason Smith, Fredrick Tate, John Thompson.
15. Brandon Greene, Abdulhakim Issa, Timothy Luebesmier, Charles Packer,
Jesse Schultes, Abraham
Zweh.
16. Julie Acheson, Armando
Bento, Thomas Conklin,
Mitchell Gallegos, Randy
Schiffman.
17. Jonathan Carpenter,
Bradley Hurst, Jason Kraft.
18. Steven Rosh, Nathanael
Watson.
19. Donald Heilman, Wade
Selvig.
20. John Bannert, Kenneth
Barnes, Scott Freeman,
Paul Meyer, James Moffett,
Frankie Paulus.
21. Helmer Nyland.
22. Jason Birrer, Alvin Borman, Richard Vondal.
23. Keith Carlson, Jim
Hardenbrook.
24. Kristee Badet, Rafael
Magana-Valdez, Daniel Nelson, Noelle Notaro, Bruce
Stoker.
25. Carnessa Hunt, Frank
Morin, Krystal Wilson, Scott
Wilson, Adam Zondervan.
26. Kirk Ellingford, James
Schueler, Stephen Smith.
27. John Chope, Kevin
Meyers.
28. Johnny Arredondo,
Adrian Kubitz, Jeff Primus,
Teresa Riedlinger, Jean
Sulzbach.
29. Miguel Barrera Lopez,
Lewis Maynard, Gabriel
Ruskin, Keith Shuck, Norval
Staples, William Winston.
30. Rocky Braegger, Ryan
Fiala, Jeffrey Koch Rieke,
Logan Landrey, Francisco
Martinez.
31. Phillip Alcaraz, Lynn
Brady, Dennis Palmer, Gricelda Rodriguez.
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Parting Shot
Bright
lights
illuminate the
darkness in
Renville
on the
night
shift.
Bill
Schulz
photo.
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